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Context

Researchers:

• Highly independent 

professionals

• May experience extreme 

pressures that affect 

decisions

Institutions:

• Governance / Reputation 

• Staff wellbeing

• Costs

What can institutions do to promote ethical publication?



“Code of Good Practice in Research” (PDF)

• Responsibilities for publication

• Authorship guidance (including CRediT)

• Where to publish

• Open Access / Research

Research Policy @ UofG

https://www.gla.ac.uk/media/Media_490311_smxx.pdf


• Misconduct Policy and Process

• PGR Code of Practice

• Plagiarism 

• Responsible Metrics statement

+ Local good practice handbooks / protocols

Research Policy @ UofG



CRediT @ UofG



Web pages & Comms @ 

UofG



Research Integrity training @ UofG

“Everyone…needs a developed 

understanding of how authorship is 

decided, that IT MATTERS to get it 

right and that senior staff (or 

supervisors) ACTIVELY CARE 

about getting it right”

Staff:

• Asynchronous, interactive 

Moodle course (2.5hr)

• Reflective; acknowledged

PGRs:

• Asynchronous, interactive 

Moodle course (1hr)

• Webinar facilitated by 

research staff (1hr)



“A better research culture is not 

an alternative to excellence but 

rather it is what will enable 

more of us to excel”



“A positive research culture is one 

in which colleagues…

• Are recognised and valued for their varied 

contributions to research, 

• Support each other’s careers, 

• Are supported to produce work that 

meets the highest standards 

of academic rigour.”

Research Culture @ UofG



Where do we want to get to?

Societal 

impactOutputs People

A change in what we value in research outcomes

UKRI CEO

23 November 2020



By working in teams, building on 

each other’s ideas, and making 

Glasgow the best place to 

develop a career, our research 

transforms lives and changes 

the world

Research Strategy 2020–2025

https://www.gla.ac.uk/research/strategy/ourstrategy/

Research principles 

@UofG

We value the quality of our 

research over its quantity

The University succeeds 

when our individual 

researchers succeed

How research is done is as 

important as what is done



Research Culture 

Action Plan @UofG

Research 
integrity

Supporting 
research that is 
conducted to the 
highest standards

Collegiality

Ideas & incentives 
for supporting the 
careers of others

Career 
development

Careers Concordat

Recovery from 
COVID-19

Research 
recognition

Measuring what

matters:

DORA/Leiden

Recognising

varied contributions

& outcomes

Open 
research

Promoting the

early and

wide sharing of

research

2015 2018 2019 2020 2021+



Updated our academic promotion criteria in 2019/20: 

assessed across 7 dimensions including:

• Parity of credit for research outputs and impact

• Reward those who support careers

Collegiality; how has CPD been supported by PIs

• Commitment to Open Research Practices

Rewarding what we value



Mesasuring how we are doing

https://www.gla.ac.uk/myglasgow/ris/researchculture/



Research Culture Survey 2019

2.1. Open research

2.2. Open access publication

2.3. Research integrity

2.4. Discussion of professional development

2.5. Valuing quality of output over quantity

2.6. Collegiality (supporting each other to succeed)

2.7. Collaboration across groups or disciplines

3.1. I can approach colleagues for advice

3.2. I understand what a good quality output means

3.3. I understand good authorship practice

3.4. I understand what constitutes research impact

3.5. I have support for grant applications

3.6. I feel able to spend time undertaking CPD

Departments



Lab for Academic Culture

Launched December 2020:

• Beyond “research” culture

• A home for delivery of culture-related projects

• Monitoring and evaluating progress

• Working with the sector (HEIs, funders etc)

• Project-led delivery via secondment 

of staff from services or faculties



Samantha.Oakley@glasgow.ac.uk

@rscsam

Thank you

Culture @UofG

https://www.gla.ac.uk/researchculture/

Tanita Casci and Miles Padgett were/are our 

institutional leads for Research Culture

https://www.gla.ac.uk/researchculture/

